Selected examples of reference books in the social sciences or related disciplines

See also electronic reference books at http://www.cune.edu/librarydatabases > Credo Reference > Find topic pages, for example, Social sciences & issues; or Britannica Online; or Oxford Reference Online; or eBook Collection > search: [topic] and (bibliography or encyclopedia or handbook or guide or dictionary or directory)

- 100 questions (and answers) about research methods (c2012) CUNE REF 001.42 Sa34
- Aging in America (c2010) CUNE REF 305.26 C314
- The American Historical Association's Guide to Historical Literature (c1995) CUNE REF 016.9 Am35 1995
- The Child: An Encyclopedic Companion (c2009) CUNE REF 305.23 Sh96
- The Continuum Complete International Encyclopedia of Sexuality (c2004) CUNE REF 306.703 C767 2004
- Copyright Law for Librarians and Educators: Creative Strategies and Practical Solutions (c2012) CUNE REF 346.0482 C867 2012
- The Crusades: An Encyclopedia (c2006) CUNE REF 909.07 M961
- Dictionary of American History (c2003) CUNE REF 973.03 D561 2003
- Dictionary of the Middle Ages (c1982) CUNE REF 909.07 Si82
- Eastern Europe: An Introduction to the People, Lands, and Culture (c2005) CUNE REF 947 F94
- Encyclopaedia Iranica http://www.irancianoonline.org/
- Encyclopedia of African American History, 1819-1895: From the Colonial Period to the Age of Frederick Douglass (c2006) CUNE REF 973.0496 F495
- Encyclopedia of African American History, 1896 to the Present: From the Age of Segregation to the Twenty-First Century (c2009) CUNE REF 973.0496 F495e
- Encyclopedia of American Law and Criminal Justice (c2012) CUNE REF 349.73 Sch82 2012
- Encyclopedia of American Social History (c1993) CUNE REF 973.03 C318
- Encyclopedia of American Women and Religion (c1998) CUNE REF 200.82 B441
- Encyclopedia of Children and Childhood: In History and Society (c2004) CUNE REF 305.23 F264
- Encyclopedia of Early Christianity (c1997) CUNE REF 270.103 F381 1997
- The Encyclopedia of Elder Care: The Comprehensive Resource on Geriatric and Social Care (c2008) CUNE REF 362.1 C171 2008
- Encyclopedia of Environment and Society (c2007) CUNE REF 304.203 R537
- Encyclopedia of Group Processes & Intergroup Relations (c2010) CUNE REF 302.303 L578
- Encyclopedia of Latin America (c2010) CUNE REF 980.003 L553
- Encyclopedia of Leadership (c2004) CUNE REF 303.34 G554
- Encyclopedia of Politics and Religion (c2007) CUNE REF 322.103 W969 2007
- The Encyclopedia of Protestantism (c2004) CUNE REF 280.403 H557
- Encyclopedia of Rural America: The Land and People (c2008) CUNE REF 973.09173 G669 2008
- Encyclopedia of Social Theory (c2005) CUNE REF 301.01 R519
- Encyclopedia of Society and Culture in the Medieval World (c2008) CUNE REF 909.07 C84
- Encyclopedia of Sociology (c2000) CUNE REF 301.03 B644 2000
- Encyclopedia of the American Civil War: A Political, Social, and Military History (c2000) CUNE REF 973.703 H363
- Encyclopedia of the American West (c1996) CUNE REF 978.003 P541
- Encyclopedia of the Confederacy (c1993) CUNE REF 973.713 C936
- Encyclopedia of the Modern Middle East & North Africa (c2004) CUNE REF 956.003 M429 2004
- Encyclopedia of the North American Colonies (c1993) CUNE REF 970.003 C775
- Encyclopedia of the Peoples of Asia and Oceania (c2009) CUNE REF 305.80095 W52
- Encyclopedia of the Renaissance (c1999) CUNE REF 940.21 G665
- Forensic Science (c2009) CUNE REF 363.25 Em12
- Geographic Information: How to Find It, How to Use It (c2003) CUNE REF 016.91 J633
- Handbook of North American Indians Volumes 2 to 17 [various titles] (cVarious years) CUNE REF 970.1 H191
• Immigration: A Documentary and Reference Guide (c2009) CUNE REF 325.73 C487
• The Information-Literate Historian: A Guide to Research for History Students (c2007) CUNE REF 907.2 P926
• The International Handbook on Aging: Current Research and Developments (c2009) CUNE REF 305.26 In8 2009
• Notable Women in American History: A Guide to Recommended Biographies and Autobiographies (c1999) CUNE REF 016.92072 Ad19
• The Oxford Dictionary of the Middle Ages (c2010) CUNE REF 909.07 B556
• The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation (c1996) CUNE REF 270.603 H557
• Public Health in the 21st Century (c2011) CUNE REF 362.1 F495
• Rediscovering America: The Making of Multicultural America, 1900-2000 (c2003) CUNE REF 973.9 B611
• Reference Guide to Africa: A Bibliography of Sources (c2005) CUNE REF 016.96 K119 2005
• Research Design and Methods for Studying Cultures (c2009) CUNE REF 306.072 D399
• Research in Psychology: Methods and Design (c2008) CUNE REF 150.72 G631 2008
• The Sage Encyclopedia of Social Science Research Methods (c2004) CUNE REF 300.72 L589
• Scholarly Resources for Children and Childhood Studies: A Research Guide and Annotated Bibliography (c2007) CUNE REF 305.23 B684
• Sex from Plato to Paglia: A Philosophical Encyclopedia (c2006) CUNE REF 306.703 So12
• Social Sciences Research: Research, Writing, and Presentation Strategies for Students (c2008) CUNE REF 300.72 St15 2008
• Sociology: A Guide to Reference and Information Sources (c2005) CUNE REF 016.301 Ab99 2005
• Southeast Asia: A Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor Wat to East Timor (c2004) CUNE REF 959.003 Oo9
• Term Paper Resource Guide to Medieval History (c2010) CUNE REF 909.07 H182
• Term Paper Resource Guide to Twentieth-Century United States History (c1999) CUNE REF 016.9739 M88
• United States History: A Selective Guide to Information Sources (c1994) CUNE REF 016.973 B614
• Women in the Middle Ages: An Encyclopedia (c2004) CUNE REF 305.40902 W694
• Women in U.S. History: A Resource Guide (c2000) CUNE REF 016.973082 H222